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By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Monday night, the Murray-Calloway County Parks Board said
goodbye to two employees who have been staples of the parks
department for the last several years.
Dale Garland, park ranger since 2007, actually retired in
December, but was not able to be properly honored because of a
serious health issue. Monday, though, he was present to receive
a proper send-off at the Commerce Centre.
"I'm just tickled we can say goodbye to you tonight. It wasn't
looking like we,.'d get the chance back then," Board Chairman
Jason Lovett said of Garland, whom board members see as
someone who helped bring a needed source of security to the
parks. "I remember in 2007, when we first started this, people
coming up to me and asking, 'Ah, what .do you want have
(rangers) for?' Well, it wasn't six months later that those same
people would come up and say,'Gosh! You better not lose those
park rangers!'
Andy Johnson. maintenance supervisor of the parks since
2005, also sang his swan song Monday night. as he is taking
another job in the community. He received similar accolades.
"It takes someone with a unique skill set to do the job Andy has
done," said Parks Superintendent Tab Brockman. "Andy has
done a spectacular job and I really appreciate it."
"He is moving up," Lovett added."We also consider him to be
a member of our family, and when we see family members do
good, we feel good."
*1*

A longtime tradition to the Murray-Calloway parks is returning.
On Monday, the board unanimously approved the return of
Trade Day to Murray-Calloway County Central Park, beginning
June 6.

•See Page 2
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By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Gov. Steve
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API
Beshear says he won't run against U.S. Senate
Republican Leader Mitch McConnell despite
encouragement from lots of people do so.
Beshear told reporters at a Capitol press conference Monday that Democratic leaders continue to urge him to run next year. But the second-term governor reiterated he won't seek
Beshear
election to any other office.
rjOcConnell is up for re-election next year, and
,pemocrats continue to try to find a candidate to run against him.
Actress Ashley Judd had considered challenging McConnell,but
announced last month that she wouldn't.

•See Page 3
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Tuesday: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with
a high near 82. South wind 9
to 13 mph
Tuesday Night: Mostly

Murray
& Calloway County's
Hometown Newspaper

cloudy, with a low around 66.
South wind around 8 mph.
Wednesday: A 20 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with a
high near 82. South ,wind 7 to
11 mph, with gusts as high as
18 mph.
Wednesday Night: A 20 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 67. South
wind 7 to 9 mph.
Thursday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy, with
a high near 77. South wind 11
to 17 mph, with gusts as high
as 28 mph.
Thursday Night: Showers
and thunderstorms. Cloudy,
with a low around 46.
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The Boston Globe, David L Ryan

Boston Marathon Murray's Stoffel
bombing kills 3, unharmed after
injures over 130 running in race
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor

By JIMMY GOLEN
Associated Press
with Staff Report
BOSTON (AP) — Two bombs exploded in the crowded streets
near the finish line of the Boston Marathon on Monday,killing three
people and injuring more than 130 in a bloody scene of shattered
glass and severed limbs that raised alarms that terrorists might have
struck again in•the U.S.

Sara Stoffel knew her life would change forever in what she called
a "bucket list"trip to Monday's Boston Marathon.
The Murray resident had no clue how much, though, after two
bombs detonated near the iconic race's finish line left three dead
and more than 100 injured.
"The Boston Marathon has always been a goal of mine and a

•See Page 2
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Murray High receives award from ACT
By JOHN WRIGHT
Stall Writer
Keeping a secret, as anyone knows,can be
quite difficult, especially when it is for good
news.
That was the task officials with the
Murray Independent School District were

given last week when they were notified of
a major award coming the district's way.
Monday,they were able ot reveal that secret.
Murray High School was the only
Kentucky high school to receive the College
and Career Transition Award from the
College and Career Readiness Campaign
headed by ACT,Inc.,overseer of one of the

most important college entrance examinations in the country.
"We held our breath and honored their
wishes, and we are just flattered that they
chose Murray High for this award," said
MISD Superintendent Bob Rogers,

•See Page 2

Pickin' for
Playhouse
planned
for Saturday
By HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
On Saturclay, Playhouse in
will be hosting
the Park
Pickin' For Playhouse. a
fundraiser event that should be
fun for the whole family.
All proceeds from the
benefit
will
fundraiser
Park
the
in
Playhouse
Community Theater. Tickets
may be purchased online at
playhouseinthepark.net or by
calling 759-1752. The public is
encouraged to come here some
great live music from The Eddy
Grove Trio (11 a.m.), Terrapin
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in Services.

AP Photo

People react as an explosion goes off near the finish line of the 2013 Boston Marathon in Boston, Monday, April 15, 2013. Two
explosions went off at the Boston Marathon finish line on Monday, sending authorities out on the course to carry off the injured
while the stragglers were rerouted away from the smoking site of the blasts.
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EDWARD MARLOWE Ledger & Times
SUPER SEND-OFF: In honor of Lance Allison's (standing center) final days as
President/CEO of the Murray-Calloway Chamber of Commerce, the chamber board held a
Meet & Greet at the Big Apple Cafe Monday night. Here, Bill and Kathy Kopperud listen to
Allison and his wife, Terra, regale them with silly stories and jokes before being presented
with a cake and several presents from the community.
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•Stoffel...
From Front
dream," Stoffel said in a telephone
interview while sitting in a
Boston-suburb hotel with her husband Matt following the tragic
ending to one of the world's most
popular events. "I qualified for it
and was able to get in this year, so
I wanted to do it.
"It's just so sad that it had to end
that way."
Stoffel stopped herself with that
sentence,choked slightly on whatever words were to come next,and
then waited for another question.
Crossing the finish line some 35
minutes before the initial blast,
Stoffel was at the subway station
when she heard the first explosion.
"After you finish, there's just a
long way that you walk down the
street and you go and they hand
out water and stuff, then you go
get your bag that you packed with
all of.your gear in it," she said. "I
had done that, and my husband
and I had actually just met about
10 minutes before it actually happened."
Matt had stayed at the finish line
to watch a few of the Stoffel's
friends complete the race, and
actually took a picture about 12
minutes before the bomb went off
with both the finish line and clock
in the frame.
Once Matt joined Sara at the
meeting area, the two headed back
for the hotel.
-We had just stopped in a building to kind of look at our route and
see where we needed to go when
we heard the bombs go off," she
said."Everybody that was in there

just kind of looked at each other,
and it was definitely really loud. It
was something that didn't sound
like any type of normal noise that
had been going on at the time."
And although Stoffel was just
minutes removed from crossing
the very finish line that served as a
target, she found out the details
just like the rest of the world —
piece by piece.
"We really didn't know anything
that had happened, so went on to
the subway," she said. "There was
security everywhere, though, and
they were just kept screaming,
'High alert!' We couldn't stop at a
lot of the stops on the subway.
Then my mom called me and told
us what happened.
"She had been watching the
news and saw what happened and
called right away to make sure that
we were all right. That's when we
initially found out. Then we got
back to the hotel and and we had
the news on and just kind of found
out a little bit here and there."
Having been told to stay in the
hotel room with Matt, Stoffel had
very little contact with anyone
Monday afternoon and into the
evening.
All the while, Stoffel was still
trying to find words for perhaps
one of the best-days-turned-worst
in so many people's lives.
"It's just unbelievable and so
tragic," she said. "This is such an
amazing event. I mean, it's such
an iconic event around the world
— there were runners from everywhere here. It's just so sad that it
would have to end this way,
because it's supposed to be a very
thrilling and exciting day for a lot
of people. It's just really sad to
know that it has to end like this

and something like this would
happen on what should be a day of
excitement and celebrating for a
lot of people.
"Just knowing that it ended like
this is tragic. People are injured
and dead right now, and my heart
just goes out directly to those victims, because depending on the
timing of when you were up in
that area, it could have been anyone."
It easily could have been the
Stofells, she said.
"My husband was at the starting
line about 10 minutes before that
bomb went off," Stoffel said, her
voice trembling a bit. "I'm just so
thankful that we were lucky
enough to not be there anymore.
It's really scary."
.
Stoffel and her husband are
expected to return to Murray
Wednesday, and while Monday's
event ended in a way no one could
have ever imagined, Stoffel said
she will come back for the Boston
Marathon every chance she gets.
"I don't think this is something
that would deter me," she said.
"Obviously, right now it's fresh
and very tragic, but I just think
that these things do happen in a lot
of places and I know that Boston
will take all the measures necessary to continue this event. It's a
world-class event, and I'm sure
Boston will make sure that nothing like this happens again hopefully.
"I wouldn't hesitate to come
back."
And through a truly tragic time,
Stoffel sees herself fortunate to
have that opportunity.

"I love living here,
everyone is so
kind."
—Wanda Lomprey
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•Boston...
From Front
/
The Ledger & Times confirmed Sara Stoffel, of Murray.
participated in the marathon and
did not sustain any injuries in
the explosions. Stoffel completed the race in a time of 3:34.40,
some 35 minutes prior to the initial blast.
Wesley Korir, last year's
Boston Marathon winner who
spent one year in the Murray
State University track and field
program, took fifth place and
was unharmed as well.
A White House official speak-

MHS...
From Front
acknowledging that MHS had
actually finished behind several
schools in ACT scores revealed
last fall. "What they really took
into account, though, was
growth our students made with
the Explore and PLAN tests,
along with the school report
card and demographics of the
students.
"I got an email (from
Kentucky
Education
Commissioner Terry Holliday)
three weeks ago, saying that
he'd like to nominate us for this,
but we didn't know until last
week that we had actually been
chosen."
Kentucky is one of seven
states invited to participate in
the national campaign's inaugural year. Monday's announcement means MHS will now
have a chance at the national
honor, which will be recognized
May 21 at the ACT National
Gala on College and Career
Readiness in Washington.
"We are excited to stand with
states to recognize leaders in
advancing or embodying successful readiness for college and
career," said Jon Whitmore,
chief executive officer of ACT
in a release. "More exciting' is
that each state announcement is
just one component of a campaign that will highlight college
and career readiness efforts
across the education and workforce continuum:"
Major factors noted in MHS
receiving its honor were that it
had no dropouts last year and •
graduates of the 2012 class have
all successfully transitioned to
college, vocational training or
the military, the release said.
"Our kids are going to be just
tickled to death," said an elated
Teresa Speed, MHS principal.
"We went ahead of places like
Beechwood, Fort Thomas
Highlands, Williamstown, elite
schools that our kids are always
battling against in everything
from sports to band to speech.
Every time one of these big
things comes along, it's us
going against them so they are
really going to be excited to
hear about this."
"I hesitate to say that this is
just about our high school,
though," Rogers cautioned.
"Most of our students came
through the middle school and
elementary school as well
: so
those places need to be recognized for how they have helped
prepare them for this. We also
have parents and business people and so many others that just
give of themselves every day to
make this district better."
In 2010, only 34 percent of

ing on condition of anonymity
because the investigation was
still unfolding said the attack
was being treated as an act of
terrorism.
President Barack Obama
vowed that those responsible
will "feel the full weight of justice."
A senior U.S. intelligence official said two other bombs were
found near the end of the 26.2mile course in what appeared to
be a well-coordinated attack.
The fiery twin blasts took
place about 10 seconds and
about 100 yards apart, knocking
spectators and at least one runner off their feet,shattering windows and sending dense plumes
of smoke rising over the street
and through the fluttering
national flags lining the course.
Blood stained the pavement.
NO huge shards were missing
from window panes as high as
three stories.
"They just started bringing
people in with no limbs," said
of
Davey
Tim
runner
Richmond, Va. He said he and
his wife. Lisa,tried to keep their
children's eyes shielded from
the gruesome scene inside a
medical tent that had been set up
to care for fatigued runners, but
"they saw a lot."
"They just kept filling up with
more and more casualties," Lisa
Davey said. "Most everybody
was conscious. They were very
dazed."
Authorities shed no light on a
motive or who may have carried
, out the bombings, and police
said ihey had no suspects in custody. Authorities in Washington
said there was no immediate

•Parks Board...
towers, consisting of two bulbs
apiece. have been donated h
Brockman said he researched the owners of the residence
the topic after a was discussed
He said all that would be
in the last board meeting. He. required for installation will be
told the board Monday that he "a little manpower and a little
had talked with the supervisor equipment."
of a similar event at Mayfield.
Also,
the
He also said he had found that Construction/Planning
only one other community with- Committee presented frame
in short range of Murray — work to formulate a new smok
Huntington, Tenn. — was host- ing policy in the park, particu
ing an event like this, where larly in regards to interior loca
vendors can offer a variety of lions, such as bathrooms and
goods for-sale.
sheltered areas such as the
One condition was set by the entrance of Playhouse in the
board Monday. There will be no Park and various pavilions
sale of animals or guns when the
"We've got to start someevent starts in June at Murray.
where,"
said
Committee
***
Chairman Steve Wilhelm
In addition,
the observing an incident of a cigaConstruction/Planning commit- rette butt being left inside a
tee brought forth a pair of meas- bathroom at the new conces
ures that both were approved by sions building at the Bee Creek
the overall board.
soccer complex started this purThe first had to do with the suit. "All you need is someone
acquisition of four light towers to leave a lit butt in a trash can
from a private residence to be and you have another fire (it
transferred to Lions Club was a 2012 fire that destroyed
Community
Skatepark
in the original concessions build
Central Park. Brockman said the ing at Bee Creek). •

From Front

Capitol Police assisting FBI in investigation
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
U.S. Capitol Police are assisting
the FBI in a probe into the
secret taping of a private campaign strategy meeting involving Senate Republican Leader
Mitch McConnell and several of
his aides.
Capitol
Police
officers
assigned to provide security for
McConnell were at the meeting
in Louisville in February.
Capitol Police spokesman
Shennell Antrobus acknowledged that his agency is assist-
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ing the FBI with the investiga
tion. He declined additional
comment,'saying his agency
doesn't discuss security measures for federal lawmakers.
Progress Kentucky. a liberal
political fundraising group. has.,
been tied to the recording that
was leaked to Mother Jones
magazine and published last
week. Mother Jones said the
recording came from a confi
dential source. It posted audit)
and a transcript of the meeting
online.
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claim of responsibility. The FBI
took charge of the investigation
Police said three people were
killed. Hospitals reported at
least 134 injured, at least 15 of
them critically. The victims'
injuries included broken bones,
shrapnel wounds and ruptured
eardrums.
At Massachusetts General
Hospital,Alisdair Conn,chief of
emergency services, said: "This
is something I've never seen in
my 25 years here ... this amount
of carnage in the civilian population. This is what we expect
from war."
Some 23.000 runners took
part in the race, one' of the
world's oldest and most presti
gious marathons.
One of Boston's biggest annu
al events,the race winds up near
Copley Square, not far from the
landmark Prudential Center and
the Boston Public Library. It is
held on Patriots Day, which
commemorates the first battles
of the American Revolution, at
Concord and Lexington in 1775.
Boston Police Commissioner
Edward Davis asked people to
stay indoors or go back to their
hotel rooms and avoid crowds
a's— bomb squads methodically
checked parcels and bags left
along the race route. He said
investigators
didn't
know
whether the bombs were hidden
in mailboxes or trash cans.
He said authorities had
received "no specific intelligence that anything was going
to happen" at the race.
Federal
The
Aviatioit
Administration barred low-flying aircraft within 3.5 miles of
the site.
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is as important as convenience
when it comes to heart care.
Board-certified interventional
cardiologist Ralph Milsaps, M.D..
of Mercy Cardiology-Murray, is
located in the heart of town, and
offers in.-office care for cardiac
stress testing, echocardiograms.
holler monitoring and more.
Plus, as part of the Lourdes
network, Dr. Milsaps works
directly with the hospital's
cardiac team to ensure patients
have access to cardiac MRI
and CT, angioplasty and stent
placement, cardiac surgery
and a 24-hour Accredited Chest
Pain Center.
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Obituaries
Walter H. Bell
Walter H. Bell, 71, of Murray, Ky., died at 3:25 a.m. Saturday,
April 13. 2013 at Spring Creek Health Care. He was born Sept. 10,
1941 in Lansing, Mich., to the late Harold and Linda (Arnett) Bell.
He was a member of Grace Baptist Church and a retired painter.
He is survived by his wife; Carolyn Bell,to whom he was married
Aug. 14, 1980. one daughter; Shay Arambasick and husband
(Justin), and one son; Brett Alan Bell and wife (Heather Allen), all
of Lexington, one step daughter; Glenda French and husband (Jeff),
of Benton.one sister; Doris Lash,of Richmond,one brother; Benny
Bell and wife (Susan),of Mayfield. and four grandchildren; Wesley
Drawbridge, Luke Arambasick, Lindsey Doran Bell and Samuel
Bell.
Graveside services will be held at 11 a.m. Tuesday.April 16,2013
at Murray Memorial Gardens with Rev. Sammy Cunningham officiating,
Expressions of sympathy can be sent to Grace Baptist Church
Building Fund,617 S. 9th Street, Murray, Ky..42071.
Online condolences can be sent to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home. in Murray.

Leon Andrus
Robert "Leon" Andrus. 77, of Hardin, Ky. died on Sunday. April
14: 2013. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital in Murray. Ky. He
was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ. Mr. Andrus
retired from General Tire where he worked in maintenance.
Born Wednesday, Feb. 19. 1936 in Hardin, Ky..
he was the son of the late James Andrus and the
late Velma Cornwell Andrus.
Surviving are sons. Brian Andrus and wife Sarah
of Benton, Ky. and Shane Andrus and wife Mary
of Almo. Ky.,daughter, Wanda Dodd and husband
Billy • of Murray, Ky.. sister, Peggy Mills of
Hardin. Ky.; four grandchildren; one great-grandchild; a special friend, Annette Smith of Kirksey.
Ky.; and several nieces and nephews.
Andrus
He was predeceased by daughter. Donna
Schorey; and brother. Franklin Andrus.
A graveside funeral service will be 1 p.m. on Wednesday. April
17.2013 at Stewart Cemetery, Robert Chandler officiating.
Interment will follow in Stewart Cemetery, Almo,Ky.
Visitation will be held between the hours of 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. on
Wednesday. April 17; 2013 at the Collier Funeral Home.
This is a paid obituary.

Louise Benzing
Louise M. Benzing, 77. of Murray. Ky., died at 6:40 p.m.
Thursday, April 11, 2013. at Spring Creek Health Care. She was
born Oct. 10, 1935 in Chicago. Ill., to the late Herman & Elsa
(Hartig) Barthel. She was a retired bookkeeper and a member of
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Mrs. Benzing is survived by her husband; Charles F. Benzing, to
whom she was married Sept.6, 1964,two sons; Glenn Benzing and
wife (Nina),of Sandoval. III., Bruce Benzing, Of Murray. three sisters; Irmgard Dembrowski,of Palm City, Fla., Dora Pieper and husband (Robert). of Belvidere. Ill., and Ruth LaChance, of Wamego.
Kan., three grandchildren, two great-grandchildren, nine nephews
and five nieces.
Online condolences can be sent to www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
A memorial service will be held at 3 p.m. Saturday. April 27.2013
at Immanuel Lutheran Church located at 100 S. 15th Street in
Murray with Rev. Dr. Chad Foster officiating. A luncheon will follow the service.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home in Murray. Ky.

Ronald Snellen
Ronald L. Snellen, 76.formerly of Louisville. Ky.. who retired to
Murray in 2010. died Sunday. April 14, 2013 at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Mr. Snellen was born on June 21. 1936 in Louisville and worked
as a financial planner for MetLife. He served several terms as
Commissioner in Middletown. Ky., and on the Middletown
Historical Conunssion. He was a member of St. Paul's Episcopal
Church in Louisville and attended St. John's Episcopal Church in
Murray. He was a life loyal member of the Sigma Chi Fraternity.
He is preceded in death by his parents. Herbert and Sophia
Whitesides Snellen and two 'brothers. Herbert Snellen Jr. and
William J. Snellen.
Mr. Snellen is survived by his wife, Bonny Snellen of Murray; a
son, David Snellen and wife Mary Jo of Murray; a daughter.
Elizabeth Roberts and husband Toby of Austin.Texas; two brothers.
James R. Snellen and wife Dorothy of Jacksonville, Ha. and Curtis
J. Snellen of Irvington. Ky.; a sister Patsy Cundiff and husband
Gerald of Louisville; six grandchildren, Andrew, Laurie and Emily.
Snellen of Murray and Madeline, Josephine and Audrey Roberts of
Austin. Texas; and a host of nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held at 1:30 p.m. on Friday. April 19.
2013 at St. John's Episcopal Church on 1620 Main St. in Murray
with Rev. Matt Bradley officiating. Burial will follow at Murray
City Cemetery.
• The family will receive visitors from 5 through 8 p.m. on
Thursday. April 18, 2013 at the Imes-Miller Funeral Home.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to
either: Parkinson's Disease Foundation. 1359 Broadway. Suite
1509. New York City, N.Y. 10018 or St. John's Episcopal Church
1620 Main St. in Murray. Ky.
Condolences can be made at imesmiller.com.
This is a paid obituary.

Irina King
Irma L. King, 95, of Murray. Ky., died at 9:01 a.m., Sunday at
Murray-Calloway Co. Hospital. She was born August 12, 1917 in
Buchanan. Tenn.. to the late Willie Alonzo and Travis Clarie
(Coleman) King. She was a member of the Church of Christ and a
homemaker.
Mrs. King is survived by her daughter; Clara Orr and husband
(Pat) and her.grandson; Bradley Orr, all of Murray.
Graveside services will be held at II a.m. Wednesday, April 18,
2013. at Murray Memorial Gardens with John Dale officiating.
Friends are invited to meet at the cemetery. There will be no visita
tion at the funeral home.
Online condolences can be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com
Expressions of sympathy can be made in the form of donations to
W.A.T.C.H. Inc.. 702 Main Street, Murray. Ky.,42071.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrange
ments.

United All%
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Please support the
United Way of Murray--Calloway County
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Youel "Popeye" Wortham
Youel "Popeye" Wortham, 78. of Murray, Ky.. died Friday. April
12. 2013 at his home.
Wortham was born on July 13, 1934 in Paragould. Ark. to the late
Thomas William and Christine Qulen Waits Wortham. He retired
from General Motors. Briggs and Stratton.and farming. He was also
a memeier of the Salem Baptist Church.
He is preceded in death by one sister. Bonnie Faye Hayman, and
one brother, Wilbome Wortham.
He is survived by his wife, Margaret Nadine "Deanie" Wortham
of Murray; they married on Feb. II, 1961 in Dearborn Heights,
Mich. He is also survived by three sons; Galen Edward Wortham of
Chicago, Ill.; Gary Dean Wortham and wife Dawn,of Cadiz; Graig
Allen Wortham and wife Terry. of Hopkinsville; one brother,
Edward Wortham and wife Barbara, of Paragould. Ark.; and six
grandchildren, Ryan Wortham.Tyler Wortham, Matthew Coulombe,
Trinity Wortham,-Kristian Wortham and Audrey Wortham; as well
as one great-grandchild.
Funeral services will be held at 3 p.m..Tuesday.April 16.2013.at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with Bro. John Shepherd and Bro.
Phillip Bazzell officiating. Burial will follow at the Salem Baptist
Church Cemetery.
A visitation will be held on Monday,April 15,2013 from 5-9 p.m.
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Online condolences can be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.

Lisa M. Floyd
Lisa M. Floyd. 40, of Puryear. Tenn. died Sunday, April 14, 2013
at the Henry County Medical Center in Paris. Tenn.
Born in Edwardsville, Ill. on April 30, 1972, she was of
Pentecostal faith.
She is survived by her parents, Larry and Lynda Pace of Hazel;
and mother. Diane Judd of Hurts-Bush. Ill.; one daughter, Emily
Jane Lence of Herrin. Ill.; two sons. Darren Lence of Herrin,Ill. and
Jeremy Martin of Alabama; fiancé. Darrell Broach of Puryear.
Tenn.; four sisters, Tonya Pace of Lakeland, Fla.. Angela Broadway
and husband. Brad of Paris, Tenn., Missy Bullock and husband.
Ricky of Jacksonville, Fla. and Chrissie Parham and husband. Matt
of McKenzie,Tenn.; three brothers, Dale Broach and wife. Andrea
of Murray, Lonriie Judd and Aaron Juddioth of Illinois; grandmother, Johanna IC* of New Dougla • III.; as well as several
uncles, aunts, nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be held Thursday.Jril 18.2013 at 2 p.m. at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Visitation will be held from 4-9 p.m. on Wednesday. April 17,
2013 at the funeral home.
Online condolences can .be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

•Pickin'...
'Bluegrass and Barbecue,' and
this will be kind of similar."
Pond (noon). Stephen Stephen
Keen said that if the event
Kelly Hunt (1 p.m.), The
continues
in the future, the feaMcKendrees (2 p.m.. and
tured
music
might not always be
Bawn in the Mash (3 p.m.).
The Big Apple Cafe will be bluegrass. but he said the
selling food, including barbe- Playhouse board of directors
cue, hot dogs and burgers. liked the idea of organizing a
Playhouse in the Park will also
music festival each year
be selling drinks. There will
because there aren't many
also be sidewalk chalk painting,
events
of its kind in Murray.
and local artists will be availKeene said the board has been
able to watt with kids who are
trying to come up with creative
interested in fun art activities.
Anyone who plans to attend fundraising ideas in the last few
should make sure to bring their years to help pay for the the
entire family, lawn chairs, and
ater's operations and the much blankets, said the event's organneeded planned renovations to
izer, Stephen Keene.
the
building's lobby and rest"We're hoping for this event
to be something we can do rooms.The Playhouse is located
annually." Keene said. "We at the old train depot in Murray
used to do an event called Calloway County Central Park.

From Front

THE4-DAY
SUPER SALE

APRIL 19-22

David K. Kingins
David K. Kingins,68,of Murray. died Monday. April 15, 2013 at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Glenda 'Sue' Hughes
Glenda "Sue'. Hughes ot Murray,died on Monday. April 15. 2013
at Emeritus Assisted Living in Murray.
Arrangements are,incomplete at this time at the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. Afee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.

Beshear...
From Front
entering the race.
Challengers will face a wellfunded McConnell. He is

expected to report to the Federal
Election Commission Monday
that he has raised nearly $12
million for his Campaign.

3 Louisville runners safe
BOSTON (AP) - A group of
Louisville runners including former
Cardinal Michael Eaton and 2012
Boston Marathon winner Wesley
Korir were unharmed and safe in
their hotels after explosions during
Monday's race that killed at least
three and injured more than 130.
Korn% who was on Murray State
University's track and field team
for one year, was among a group
including Eaton and Louisville
cross country/track and field coach
Ron Mann. who wag coaching both
runners. Korir was leading at the
22-mile mark before finishing fifth
with a time of 2:12:30.
Mann said in a written statement
that "we are fine." He said they
were safe in their respective hotels.
but a couple of hours earlier they
were near the VIP stands close to
where the two explosions occurred.

"We appreciate the support from
everyone who has reached out to
us." Mann said. "Our hotel is under
lockdown right now. It's about 50
meters from the finish line. We
were in the lobby of the hotel, and
interviews had just finished up.
"Wesley and Tarah (Wesley's
wife) went back to their room, and
I went back to my room with my
wife (Charlene). I was actually
icing my leg on my bed, when I
heard a loud boom and then another just a few seconds after that. I'm
just terribly saddened with what's
transpired."
Mann added that he thought Korir
"ran a very good race." The coach
said of Eaton. "I thought Michael
ran well for first 18 miles. The
Boston Marathon has a tendency to
humble people. and think Michael
fell in that realm."
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To locate a Sherwin-Williams
store near you, visit
sherwin-williams.com or
call 1-800-4-SHERWIN.

IC STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind.Avg. -14,66186- 203.20
Air Products
.84.86 • 2.0'7
419.85 - 9.88
Apple
37.95 -0.64
AT&T,Inc.
.30.10 - 0.91
BB&T
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Bank of America
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Volunteers
needed by
Red Cross

Planning committee to meet

Women's conference to be held

Special to the Ledger
The
American
Cancer
Society has a free. transportation assistance program operating inCalloway County so cancer patients won't have to worry
about how to get to and from
their needed treatments. It is
called "Road to Recovery" in
which trained volunteer drivers
will take cancer patients to and
from their life-saving treatments. To request assistance or
information on how to volunteer
to be a driver, call (270) 4440740 or email mary.huff@cancer.org.
For additional information
on Road to Recovery, visit
www.cancer.org.

Veggietales to visit Mayfield
Special to the Ledger
MAYFIELD,Ky.— Big Idea Entertainment will
present "The Veggietales Live! Happy Birthday
Bob & Larry" tour set for Tuesday. April 23, at
6:30 pm. at First Baptist Church Mayfield, 118

West South St.
Tickets may be purchased at the church or Good
News Shoppe. Mayfield. For ticket prices or more
information call (270) 247-2992. The public is
invited to attend.

Local author Nelson releases book
Spec
to the Ledger
Inks 1 blishing will release the second book
in the Lil • ake series by acclaimed local author.
T. Michelle Nelson Wednesday. April 24.
Nelson has created a vampire fiction heroine
like no other in her paranormal romance novel.
Life and Death of Lily Drake and now followed
up by her second installment in the series titled
'Til Death Do Us Part. The story centers on Lily
Drake, a mother who surprises herself and the
reader by her toughness and willingness to adapt

to any situation. Action-packed and as full of dark
humor as the first book,'Til Death continues Lily's
story.
Nelson's books are available through Barnes anti
Noble. Amazon. All Romance eBooks and Kobo.
among other book retailers. .
A native of Benton and a graduate of Murray
State University, she now resides in Mount
Vernon,Ohio.the setting of her Lily Drake series.
with her husband, teenage son and two dogs. For
more information visit www.tmichellenelson.com.

1115 NE
Spring Arrivalsl

Special to the Ledger
Big Bass Splash. the world's
largest amateur big bass fishing
tournament, will be held Aug.
17-18 at Paris Landing.
Buchanan. Tenn. Amateurs will
fish from the banks, docks and
boats and weigh-ins are held
hourly, with the biggest bass
each hour earning a share of the
prize money. Prizes will be
awarded for exact weighs, early
bilkentries. random elimination
drawing and optional bonus
games. For more information,
or to register for the event, visit
www.sealyoutdoors.com.

Sizes
,Infant-10 Girls
Infant-4T Boys
Children's Clothing & Accessories

(270) 753-7534
209 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
Moa.-Fn. 10 an -5

.Sat 10 a.m.-4 pm

Shoes, Socks, Bows
AU The Accessories

Offering Seven Types of
Massage Therapy Services

Ilirw Hills•
argr 411,,

`Therapeutic Massage

'Hot Stone Massage
*PreNatal Massage
'Sports Massage
"Chair Massage
'HydroMassage

The Calloway County Schools Local Planning Committee
will have its fourth meeting Monday,April 22, at 4 p.m. in the
meeting room of the Calloway County Schools Central Office
Board of Education Meeting Room. This meeting is for the purpose of discussing items concerning the District Facilities Plan.
A Public Forum will convene at 5:35 p.m. to solicit public comment to amend the current District Facilities Plan. After the
public forum,a public hearing will convene. Anyone interested
is invited to attend.

Stroke/Brain Injury group to meet
The Murray- Stroke/Brain Injury support group will meet
Thursday, April 18. at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County
151ospital's Center for Health and Wellness classroom. Annette
Owsley. art therapist, will speak about "Hey... I Didn't Know I Was
An Artist!" RSVP to Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557 or'
cherylscrouch@yahoo.

Senior CSFP pick up food day Thursday
Senior Commodity Supplemental Food Program pick up food
day will be Thursday. April 18. from 10:30 a.m. to noon. For more
information call Need Line at 753-6333.

Home Department of MWC to meet
The Home Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday. April 18. at 11:30 a.m. at the clubhouse for its annual
"Tea Party." Members are asked to dress in antique fashions. Janet
Wallis will show fashions and jewelry for the group. Hostesses will
be officers. Devotion will be led by Bobbie Waters. All Members are
encouraged to attend.

a

All designed to
suit your budget
AND
busy schedule!
• 0•

IP

Ask about our MEMBERSHIP PROGRAM It's FREE to JOIN.

& Gift:

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
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Antique automobile club to meet
The Twin Lakes Region. Antique Automobile Club of America.
will hold its monthly dinner meeting at Majestic Steakhouse,
Draffenville at 6 p.m. Thursday. April 18. The club is open to anyone with an interest in antique vetricles. and visitors are always welcome. For more information call Terry Ridgley at 753-1829 or
Howard Brandon at 753-4389. ,

Fish fry to be held
A fish fry with all the fixings, to benefit Murray High School
Football, will be held Sunday. April 21. from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. at Murray Middle School. Tickets are $10 and can be purchased in advance from 761-6150 or at the door.

Single & Parenting seminar set
Single & Parenting. a help seminar and weekly group.for single
parents. will be held at 6 p.m. Wednesday. April 17. at First Baptist
Church. 203 South Fourth St.. Murray. The topic will be "Dating
and Sexuality." Child care is available, as well as activities for children and teens. For more information. contact Cheryl at 293-4126.
cherylg64C5-0mchsi.com or visit www.lbcmurray.fbcmurray.org and
www.singleandparenting.org/.

Healthy lifestyles program set.

Registration
being held

'Deep Tissue Massage

email: communitynewsOmurrayledger.com

DATEBOOK

Special to the Ledger
Cross's
Red
National
Volunteer Week will be April
21-27,and the Calloway County
chapter is looking to celebrate
its volunteers and partners.
Murray volunteers bring food,
shelter, comfort and hope to
about 20 local families faced
with rebuilding after a single
family fire, according to
Matthew Hamblen. community
chapter executive. -American
Red Cross Calloway County
chapter.
Volunteers teach first aid.
CPR. swimming. babysitting
and other health and safety
courses.
Photo provided
"The staff community fairs to SENIOR STUDENT GOVERNMENT DAY: Students from Calloway County High School
encourage their neighbors to recently participated in Senior Student Government Day. Sponsored by the Murray Lions Club,
learn these lifesaving skills and MSU Student Government Association, The City of Murray and Calloway County, this event
organize celebrations to recog- allows students from both CCHS and Murray High School to participate in an election by actunize people who use their Red ally using an actual voting machine. Winners of the election shadow their erected official counCross training to save lives," terparts for a day.
Hamblen said.
Those looking to serve their
community are are encouraged
to become a Red Cross volunteer. The Calloway County Special to the Ledger
Ministries: Lynsey Day:. and Bo Harris. an up and
chanter is in need of people who
Poplar Spring Baptist Church. 749 Poplar coming Christian artist. For $10, a boxed dinner
ca fespond to emergencies day
Springs Drive, Murray.ewill hold a women's con- and dessert from H.R.H. Duniplins of Murray will
and night with their local
be served. Prepay by Sunday, April 21.
ference "More Grace" Friday. April 26.
Disaster Action Team as well as
For more information call the church at (270)
Registration begins at 4 p.m. Speakers will be
those interested in teaching
Candise Farmer, founder of Enough Grace 436-2564 or visit www.poplarspring.net.
health and safety courses. To
volunteer, call 753-1421.

Program
being offered

Nlurray

The Murray State dietetics students will teach a "move" program. which will focus on healthy lifestyles and weight management for commUnity members, and is sponsored by the VA. All are
welcome. The class will meet for six sessions at the American
Legion, Murray. at 5 p.m. on Thursdays, from March 28. through
May 2. For more information or to RSVP email kgolightly@murraystate.edu.

MUPPE
that sho
MuppetE
graphed

CCMS SBDM Council will meet
The Calloway County Middle School-Based Decision-Making
Council will hold a special-called meeting Wednesday. April 17. at
3:45 p.m. in the school's library/media center. The public is invited
to attend.

Chorus to perform spring concert
. Imagine No Malaria campaign. which fights to save children's
lives affected by malaria, will present The David Johnson Chorus at
7 p.m. Saturday. April 27. at First United Methodist Church. 503
Maple St.. Murray. The Allorus will present its spring concert "Song
of the Common Man." The public is invited to attend. For more
information call Georgeann Sanders at(270)436-2741.

Legion officers giving help •
Bill Cowan and Mark Kennedy. service officers of American
Legion Post No. 73. Will be available each Wednesday from 1-4
p.m. to assist veterans of Calloway County with the completion of
forms and the filing of claims with the Veterans Administration at
the Legion Post. 310 Bee Creek Dr. No appointment is necessary.
For more information call Kennedy at 752-3333.

DivorceCare meetings held Wednesdays
DivorceCare is a special weekly seminar and support group for
people who are separated or divorced. DivorceCare For Kids is a
weekly support group for children ages 5-12 who needs help dealing with the separation or divorce of their parents. Meetings are at
Elm Grove Baptist Church.6483 St. Rt.94 East. beginning at 6 p.m.
every Wednesday. Call 293-2509 for more information.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous. a I2-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems. meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m.at Christ
Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield. For more information call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim at(270)623-8850.

Library board to meet
The Calloway County Public Library Board of Trustees will
meet Wednesday. April 17. at 4:30 p.m.

Red Cross to hold blood drive
An upcoming blood drive for the American Red Cross will be
held Tuesday. April 16. from 1-6 p.m. at Southwest Calloway
Elementary, 3426 Wiswell Road. Murray. To donate blood, call 1800-733-2767 or visit www.redcrossblood.org.

DJ line dance offered
A DJ dance will be held every first and third Thursday beginning
Thursday. April 4. at the American Legion, 130 Bee Creek Drive.
Murray. From 6-7 p.m. will be a line dance refresher and the dance
will be held from 7-9 p.m.
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Abby Brotherton / MISD Intern

STAYING POSITIVE: On Friday, March 29, Murray Middle School students gathered inside
the gym to celebrate nine weeks of positive behavior. This activity was apart of the Kentucky
Center for Instructional Discipline (KYCID) Positive Behavior and Intervention Program at
Murray Middle School.

Special to the Ledger
Students at North Calloway
Elementary School proudly
participated in The Leukemia
& Lymphoma Society's (LLS).
Pennies for Patients program,
one of LLS's national School &
Youth Programs that raises
money to find cures for
leukemia, lymphoma and
myeloma while providing
information and support services to patients and their families.
Pennies for Patients teaches
students caring, sharing,
respect for others and the value
of community service, in addition to supporting an important
cause. The need for cures is
critical: leukemia remains the
leading cause of disease-related

death among children under 20
and blood cancers are the thirdmost cancer killers in North
America. More than 4,000 individuals in Kentucky and
Southern Indiana are .currently
battling a blood cancer.
The Pennies for yatients
program ran for a three-week
period beginning February 1.
Students at North Calloway
Elementary School raised
$2210.55 to help LLS advance
its mission to find cures.
During the 2009-10 school
year, 25,000 schools across the
country raised $19 million
through School & Youth
Programs. In Kentucky and
Southern Indiana, 257 schools
participated in the Pennies for
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You are invited to a Singing and Gospel Meeting
Abby Brotherton

MISD Intern

MUPPET BABIES: Third grade students from Murray Elementary practice their dance routine
that showcases Friday afternoon at Murray State University Dancing to tunes from The
Muppets.- the program is part of the Jackson Purchase Dance company. which is choreographed by Laynie Mitchell

Friendship Church of Christ
Gospel Singing
April 19 • 7:00 p.m.

Gospel Meeting with Speaker Ronnie Newberry
April 20-21
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Patients program. raising
$226.000 in the process.
"It was so inspiring to know
that the North Calloway
Elementary School students
volunteer and really care about
helping others," said Shelia
Gustafson. School and Youth
Campaign Manager for the
Kentucky & Southern Indiana
Chapter. "It's a program that is
truly meaningful for them
because leukemia is a disease
that
impacts
children.
Students learn that they can
really make a difference."
For more information about
LLS's School & Youth
Programs,
. visit
www.schoolandyouth.org/ky or
call 1 (800)955-2566.

Photo Provided

STRIKE!: Garrett Jones and Carter Kimbro enjoy a game of magnetic bowling using dominoes. learning about polarity in Mrs Gibson's 2nd grade class at Murray Elementary

Rearm

To Inovvym

"nle hiliqi9ht of my dAy is Jun we'd to fogow
up with A patient and they fel( me that we have
hetped th,ei Agar better in church or in A restaurant,

I 2397 State Route 94E • Murray,KY • 753-4050

and understand their lrankharen...fhe environments

(from Murray take 94E. 1-112 miles on right)

that are most important to them."

YOUR ONE-STOP GARDENING CENTER!

Tony Milliano, Au.D., Doctor ofAudiology
Whitney Kubach

Over 40 Varieties of Tomato Plants!

4

hok.or

Get a Jump Start with our 50 Cent Peat Pots Filled
with Cucumbers, Watermelon, Cantaloupe,
Squash or Zucchini!

Call today for a 75-day risk-free trial! 888.457.7158

Audiologyer:

Herbs• Annuals • Perennials•Clematis• Bulk Seed
Berry Bushes • Onion Sets• Seed Potatoes• Pepper Plants
Open Monday-Saturday 9-5'•Sunday 12-5
www.beanstoblossoms.com

C

Hearing Center
i

FiudigyCertifiect"

Paducah • 150 Brett Chase, Ste B I Murray• 1711 N 121 Bypass

ay,

www.wkyhearing.com
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hestay
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Wednesday

$815 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
, 15 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to reject or edit any submitted matter
PLACE YSDLE LINE
AND LI WitI•

Tue.1p.m.

Thursday
Friday

Wed.12

Saturday

Thur.12

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
020

150
Nonce

Articles
For Sale

GET THIS 1X1
AD

ONLY

FOR

$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

DON'T WAIT UNTIL
ITS TOO LATE AND
YOU HAVE TO PAY
FULL RETAILI
BUY TWO SIDE BY
SIDE BURIAL PLOTS
AT MURRAY MEMORIAL GARDENS FOR
SAVE
AND
$900
FROM 1500 TO 2000
DOLLARS CALL
270-252-0293 NOW

Lynn Grove
Seff Storage
270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

-New Climate Control
Available
-24/7 Surveillance
-Pest Control

EXPERIENCED labor
er needed for masonry
co Call 270-978-0534

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

EXPERIENCED
Mason's Needed'
No Laborers.
Good Pay.
Start Immediately.
270-217-3530
HVAC licensed Journeyman service technician needed. Otter paid
insurance,
health
401K, paid vacation.
Apply at Penn and Son
Sheet Metal. PO Box
532 Beton KY
527-9346

060
Help Wanted

LOOKING for laborer
General
for
Construction/Electrucia
n. Experience required.
to
resume
Send
stephanielphillips@wk.
net or 1160 Beane
Road, Murray.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork:cum.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However,as a national
wehsite, not all listings
on the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

NOW accepting applications for full time
Maintenance employee. Apply in person at
Gardens
Calloway
1505
Apartments.
Diuguid Dr.
SMALLER service oriented company with
friendly atmosphere
seeking
receptionist/bookkeeper. Previous experience and computer
knowledge required.
Good people skills a
must. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

EXPERIENCED cooks
needed. Apply in person at Ann's Country
Kitchen in Hazel.
492-8195

TRUCK drivernabor.
Must be willing to travel. Call 270-753-2630

060
Help Wanted

WANTED Real Estate
A:JErit. will train call
Peal t y
Campbell
Campbell
Barbara

Calloway County Public Library
Coordinator of Children's Services
Accept Applications: April 12th through 21st

Want to Buy

General Statement of Duties:
This is very responsible and technical librarian work
involving the children's library services Schedules,
plans, conducts and assists with publicizing library
activities and programs for children and young
adults. Coordinates and conducts regular and special activities for children and young adults (Toddler
times, preschool times, summer reading, after
school programs. etc).

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
ANTIQUES, vintage
and collectibles. Get a
second opinion. Call
270-293-4510
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999

Supervision:
Works under the direction of the Library Director
Education Requirements:
Two or Four year college degree

GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater.
storm windows.
753-4109

Four more information go to
callowaycountylibrary.org or come by the library at
710 Main Street, Murray. KY 42071.
(Al) applications must be completed in the library
and will be timed).

I Buy Gun Collections
Call (731)225-7368

p.

April
1
ii
Showers
,1
..i .4. Oring May '1I
1
11 , Flowers! ()
UI
1
%,ii_Rnl
LEDGER&TIMES :1
I
Rest of KY/TN

$40.00

3 me

1 yr.--$12•11
I Check

LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS
305-D 12th Street
Murray KY
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

(Calirneary1

150

3
6 mo....—..--$55.00
1 yr. —.--$105.00

Articles
For Sale

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo...--.....-375.00
6 mo....----$96.00
1 yr.--414.5.90
Visa

Name

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELK1NS
605 E South 12th St

(270) 753-1713
180
Lawn & Garden

Garden seeds & supplues at
Marshall County Coop.501 Poplar. Benton.
270-527-1323
USED Mowers for Sale
Grasshopper
Skag
X-Mark
John Deere
270-210-6268
270
Mobile Homes For Sale

2005 Clayton 1N80
vinyl 3BR, 2BA NICEI
270-489-2525
320
Apartments For Rent

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

Mail this coupon with payment to

a

2BR. 2 full bath duplex.
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable &
furnished.
water
$650/month, no pets.
104 Park St.753-2225.
W/D
brick,
2BR,
hookup, redecorated,
no pets, $435/mo.
293-6070

Calloway Gardens
Es.seic 13owns
Apartments
I BR from $345
2BR from $375
270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
MD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283
r Equal opportunity

c

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
today.
appointment
270-753-2905
Large Updated 28R,
1BA. All appliances.
walk-in closets. No
Pets, Non Smoking.
Low utilities. 1yr lease.
$400/mo. References
required June 1.
270-227-8627
UNFURNISHED 1BR
apartment near campus. Non smoking, no
pets 270-753-5980

FOR sale. 04d desk,
antique china cabinet,
sofa & loveseat. WII
system with games & 4
controllers, older version !pod. If interested
call 227-8721 after

All our line ads
are placed
online for

5Pril

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 424Y71
Or call (5170) 753-1916

illiAraliances

BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195
Can
270-293-4121.
deliver.

Zip

/ Daytime Ph.

I,

S Gold 8, Silver S

Local Mail

Money Order

I St. Address
1
City
1
1 State —

Top Prices Paid Fo

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

r

'
•140

Hours of Work:
Hourly. Part-time
'Will work a minimum of 20 to 25 hours per week

1
1
1 Home Delivery
1 3 MO.
.$30.09
6 me—.....— $55.00

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Acquired wonderful
collections
great bargains
Trends-N-Treasures
Sell us your coins
270-753-4161
Dr Fuhrman

Apartments For Rent

FREE!
From pets to
used cars
Check the

FOR Sale. Wit Game
System
4 controllers, gun. and
games $400 Call
227-8721 after 5 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS

STRAW $3.50ibeie
753-4582 or 227-7352

753-1916

for all you
needs'

Room in house adja
cent to MSU campus
available May 2 for
summer, Private bath
room, kitchen/laundry,
light caretaker duties
$30O/mo
753-2804
Houses For Rent

Real Estate
CASH Paid for Houses,
Land and Commercial
Call
Property.
(731)225-7368
Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
subiect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or discrimination based on race, color, religion, sex, handicap. familial status or national origin, or mienlion to make any such preferences, limitation,'. or discrimination
State laws forbid discnrnination
in the sale, rental or advertising
ot real estate based on factors in
addition to those protected
under tederal law.
We will knowingly accept any
advertising tor real estate which
1 not in violation of the law. All
,
persons are hereby informed
that all dwelling,advertised are
available on an equal opportunity basis

,sbtanise with Fair
For further a
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene r. Milam, 17031648-1000.

4BR house. Lease and
deposit required.
270-753-4109

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

460
Homes For Sale
4BR, 2BA, attached 2
CG. fireplace, Jacuzzi,
large closets/rooms, on
secluded 5.6 acres. 1
miles south of Murray.
$95,000. 293-7697
Beautiful brick home,
2,000sqtt. 3BR, 38A. 2
car garage. carport,
3acres, lake. 4MI to
Murray. $240,000.00.
731-247-6193
New 2-4

KEY MINI

Bedroom homes in

WAREHOUSES

SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

3 Auto Shops
Clean up/body work
Newly painted
New heater
1 double bay/1 single
bay
978-1400
OFFICE or retail space
for rent. 1065 sf.
month.
a
$1.000
Located in a very nice
strip center. 753-2905
380
Pets & Supplies
AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915
Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
GREAT Pyredanes
(1/2 Great Dane 1/2
Pyrenees) born March
18th ready April 28
2
Only
$500 00
females Very hard to
breed

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

M

URRAY
CONSTRUCTION
FROM OfS/ON TO

,hollandmotorsales corn
270-753-4461

Services Offered

Services Offered

Lewy's Sod and
Landscape

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKINC

Offering Sennuda. Fescue
F. Zoysia

Al Year Seek Neat

•FREE frratAreg
.00.003VOI X Rearasyne

Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270) 293-8686

•C/COISTO X /*SURTO

731-225-1030

keT/0141T/Al AWO
COMMIRCIK
0
,
40491T/04i 44
REWOVATION

w.vw.murrayconst.com
270-293-9170

Hill El ectric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
Insured Reliable.
& Dependable
Free Estimates
Free Stump Removal
Cell 270-293-4489
Home 270-437-3044
J.M. Lawn Service
Free Estimates
Satisfaction Guarantee
,
Call 270-994-1045
K&13 Lawn Mowing
Mulching.
Service.
Brian. Free estimates
436-5430 293-2849

virww.hillelectric.com
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
Junk & tree work.
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
THIS Girl Can Mow
Lawn Care Services
270-227-1685
ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE. Local, reliable,
and affordable. Free
estimates.
270-293-7220
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

CLEAN CUT
LAWN CARE
Frtv estimate*,
,11
\
,111

270-293-4020
DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192
Ky Lake Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches

•

Ti
Thos
the gi
ever p
— much
40.
,..

COMPCMON
WE WO/Lc 9917/t/ YO/,

LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

McCoy Builders
Nathan McCoy
'Windows
-Framing
-Garages
-Doors
-Concrete
-Decks
-Painting
-Footers
-Bobcat Work
'Reconstruction
270-779-8998
naccoytulders.reagan.com

state

keep Inca."

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Ashlar

was oi

(270)759-0501

1

-

I
/

Kenai(

purpos

227-0611

c.,
veko..•

Syr
Co

12701293-8480

-Asphalt Installation
-Seal coating &

„.
'':•.'

4
By

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters

LAWN SERVICE
Manicuring.
Larkiscaping &
leaf Vacuuming
..;fact inn gikerarit bc-ri
753-1816

Out

Greg Mansfield

Great Hometown Service
Doe t speno
^m.e, "

LAWN Mowing Service
experience.
20/yrs
Insured. 759-4564

Rirerfield Estates.

REDUCED by $ISK.
4BR. 3BA. 2,675/sqft
J&L RENTALS
with double carport.
MINI-STORAGE
Great location. City
720 S.41'11 ST.
schools. $147K
Corner of 121 S & Glendale, 270-761-6150
10X10's & 10x15's
SALE by Owner- 2211
(270)436-2514
Brick,
Carol Drive
1997. 1.5 story, 2670
PREMIER
sqft. 5BR, 2.5BA, 2.5
MINISTORAGE
garage, wood floors.
•Inside climate control
$185.000.
storage
270-761-3574
-Security alarmed
-Safe & clean
-We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

[calProp. For Rent

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

753-9562
ittotATUNITY

SMALL 2BR rental
house. 641 South. No
pets. 227-6431 or
293-6156

Services Offered

VISA

striping
40 yrs experience

Let us help
you spread
the word Classifieds
work!
Call
753-1916
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Replacement and Repair

Goose

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
All the quality...
without all the mess

Nat "5
Curley
among
ers in
their

Fully insured

tricks.

Visit
kentuckylake
remodeling.com

end re
"rolled

270-873-9916

chiIke

that m;

headed
Used Trucks
1991 Sierra GMC 4x4
Does not run. $1,000
obo 270-227-6220
510

East Side Small
Engine Repair
For all your parts. service.
sales and repair need'
We now offer vegetable
plants S seeds

"Our Reputation It on the house"
Ben Mathis. Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured
Cali us for a free inspection today!

Call 753-2925

227-4646 436-5080

Campers
Dutchman
30FT
Camper
Sleeps 6. fully furnished
Set-up at Cypress
Cove RV Park on
rentable lot 18/miles
from Murray. Great
view, Large lot
270-293-4446,
270-759-1735
530
Services Offered
Mowing
Lawn
1
Lowest prices & other
services also
978-8229, 293-9408
Leave message
1-270-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction. New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo
I do lawn maintenance
& hauling. For more
info call 270-227-3309

RCIDFING

Don't be fooled by imitators

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Form
legend

star. D

togethe

had ne

even p

matter.
could

flier V

-Trimming

play in

-Removal

compe

Magic;

•Stump Grinding
-Firewood
-Insured

(270) 489-2839

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

might t

IndesMal/Commerclal/IlesIdennai

Colem;

James C. GaIllmore

• weekly & special pickup
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

"1 pu
play in
Basket

WWW.GECIA.C.NET

Baltim•

(270) 759-0890

to Hen.

SIMPLY MOWING

Gish

huddle

Dunba

Cutting--Weed Eating--Blowing

Hayman Lawn
Atairdenant* and
Landocaptng

Weekly--Bi Weekly--One Time Service
No Contracts--Free Estimates

-Sped Landscapes ets,
Ansi Remove(
1111orsing
•1911kill
alulotans -insarat
Pruning •Useateit

0-2,500 Sq. Ft. $20.00
2,500-6,000 Sq. Ft. $30.00
6,000-12,000 $35.00
12,000-18,000 Sq. Ft. $40.00
18,000-36,000 Sq. Ft. Call for Quote

(270)974451,1

(270) 227-1512

INS

ger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Times

need

NES

itur
We Otter:

• All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

if you've got it, we eats store It
your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St.

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

812 Whitnell Ave. • 753-3853

For all

— Von. 9 a.m.
— lion.12 p.m.
lit 1pit

—

— Wed.12
— Thor. 12 pot

SUDOKU

JUMIeWhere la

itorr your

GARLAND
RENTAL/

• Garland Rentai Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Serviceticensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576
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7
Answer to previous puzzle

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

2

Over 28 Years
Experience
Zech 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
P/Shru&sliaddNakti

3

9.5 1 8
5
9
8
2
6
9
7
3 7 8

Subscribe to The Murray Ledger 6. Times Today!
y's Sod and
andscape

8) Davi; Green

*

VISA

srvices Offered

Sudoku is a nurnber-pLaang puzzle based on a 9.9 grief with
several given numbers The obyec-i is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row each column and ea&
3.3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty eve
of the Concept's Sucloku increases horn Monday to Sunday

4

2

9 4 7 3 1 8 6
2 8 6 5 7 9 4
1 5 3 4 2 6 9
865 79 3 1
4 1 268 5 3
3 79 1 4 2 5
6 2 1 8 5 4 7
5 9 4 2 3 7 8
7 3 8 9 6 1 2

A.
8

2 5
1 3
7 8

42
9_ 7
8 6
3 9
6 1
5 4

I3
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The greatest basketball game ever
Those who saw it say it was
the greatest basketball game
ever played. Some said it was
much more than just a game,
and the way
it ended was
much like .a
Hollywood
script.
No it wasn't at the
state tournament, the
NCAA's,
or
Out & About
even a high
... Kentucky
flying NBA
Style
game.
It was a
By Gary P.
Saturday
West
night, April
Syndicated
Columnist
27. 1961. in
Henderson,
Kentucky. and for all practical
purposes the basketball season
was over. The month before.
Ashland High School behind
Harold Sargent and Larry
Conley had breezed through the
state
championship
in
Lexington, and in nearby
Owensboro. Randy Embry had
just been named Kentucky's Mr.
Basketball. So basketball was
still on the minds of most
Kentuckians.
For the second year in a row
the Harlem Magicians were
coming to Henderson to play a
pick-up group of locals who in
their day had been pretty good.
They won the year before
against the locals and when they
rolled into town on this night
they had won 189 straight. This
game would not be any different. at least that's what the more
than 5.0(X) fans, and most certairdy,:thc---Magicians thought.
After all. the team was anchored
by former Globetrotter stars
Goose Tatum. Marcus Haynes.
Nat "Sweetwater" Clifton and
Curley Neal. These guys were
among the best basketball players in the world, but usually
their games' revolved around
tricks, gimmicks. and anything
that made the fans laugh. The
end result was the opposition
"rolled over" and the Magicians
chalked up another win and
headed for the next town.
Former Henderson basketball
legend and Kentucky Wesleyan
star, Don Gish agreed to pull
together a group of locals who
had neither played together or
even practiced together for that
matter. But Gish knew that if he
could convince one of his former Wesleyan teammates to
play in the game it could be very
against
the
competitive
Magicians. and who knows
might even win.
"I put in a call to King Kelly
Coleman." Gish said. "He was
playing in the old American
Basketball League. He was in
Baltimore at the time and drove
to Henderson for the game."
Gish rounded up a few of his
buddies, among them Lyle
Dunbar, Winfred Thompson,

Horoscope

by Jacqueline

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday,April 17,2013:
This year you often feel as if
you're on a mission and have
something that you need to do.
Honor who you are, yet recognize what needs to be done. Your
personal life becomes even
more important. If you are single, you will want a live-in
arrangement more than you
have in the past. Just be careful - •
- it could be difficult to disengage from this person at a later
point. Try not to move so quickly. If you are attached.the two of
you connect on a very deep level
this year. You are able to express
more and give more, as you are
in touch with your true essence.
You feel very comfortable with
CANCER, but sometimes you
feel burdened by him or her.

Bigar

***** Emphasize what you
want Understand that you might
need to do more professional
networking Others will be
unusually responsive to your
thoughts and ideas Is there
something close to your heart
that .needs to be done? If so,
make it happen. Tonight: Find
your friends.
UBRA(Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**** Understand what you
need to do in order to change a
situation that has been irking you
either at work or when relating to
an older relative. Someone
might be much angrier than he
or she is willing to tell you, much
less admit to him- or herself.
Tonight: A must appearance.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
***** Use your ingenuity to
figure out a solution to a recurring problem. Break past conventional thinking, toss in some
imagination, and youll get there
with ease. Resolution feels
good, and it allows you to continue on your chosen path. Tonight:
Where there is great music.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Work with each person
directly. Be sure to evaluate
both sides of an issue, and the
right solution will appear. Realize
what is happening with a loved
one. This person wants more of
your time and attention, so make
it a point to reach out to him or
her. Tonight: Surf the Web.
CAPRICORN (Dec.22-Jan. 19)
**** Others come forward,
and they might be much more
assertive than they have been in
a while. Listen rather than
speak. You will witness their
newfound boldness. Recognize
what is possible here, and offer
your feedback only when asked.
Tonight: The only answer is
"yes."
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You Might want to
change a pattern in your daily life
-- for example, you might want to
walk more or start a diet. You
know where you need- more
diversity in your life. If you
decide to instrument a change,
the chances are high that you
will succeed. Tonight: Don't push
too hard.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Count on yourself to
get past a problem. Your way of
handling this issue could turn it
around. Your love of fun and
imagination filters through difficult moments. Know what you
want, and head down the path
that feels right. Tonight: Usten to
your inner voice.

Photo provided
The Stars Show the Kind of
King Kelly being carried off the floor after scoring 68 points against Bell County in the 1956 Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
State Tournament. The 68 points is still a record.
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
and Bennie Harrell from before moving with his family than a minute to go. he took a 1-Difficult
Wesleyan. and ex-Henderson to Chicago, he has never forgot- round-house swing and decked
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
players Byron Pinson, Pascal ten the game he saw that night.
referee Denton near center ** You bring high energy, even
Benson.David Eakins.and Billy
"This was as close to a profes- court.
when you're approaching the
Brown. These guys were good, sional basketball game that you
"I think it knocked him out." most boring project. You have a
some even receiving high school were ever going to see in this Gish said. "And as soon as the to-do list, and you look forward
honors. But it would take more part of Kentucky," he said over game was over the Henderson to completing it. A matter involving real estate could be on your
than that against one of the best fifty years later. "And I assure County Sheriff came on the plate. Know,that you'll make the
teams in the world.
you from firsthand experience. court and arrested him,took him correct choice. Tonight: Meet a
Goose Tatum came into the it was one helluvir game. As a to jail I know this for a fact, family member for dinner.
Henderson All-Stars locker youth. and in my adult days. I because not only was I there, but TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your words are hem,
room before the game. He still today, believe this was the niy dad. Cleo. was the sheriff." by the right ears. Make and
Goose was released the 'next return calls; schedule meetings
informed the thrown-together best basketball game I personallocals to remember their role in ly witnessed."
morning on $1,000 bail, and it and other such interpersonal
the game was to lose. After all,
Referee Charlie Denton had marked the Magicians last game activities. You have a gentle yet
firm manner that lets others
those hundreds of fans were his hands full. Playing the game in Henderson. and a court
know that you mean what you
there to see the Magicians and "for real" meant there would be appearance was set for a later say. Tonight: Again, you will say
not these wannabes.
lots of banging, and pounding as date. but Tatum was a no-show. exactly what you think.
"That was the wrong thing to each team had 'something to Charlie Denton decided not to GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
pursue the incident, and being **** Curb a need do somesay to Kelly." laughed Gish. prove.
thing differently. You'll open up to
This was King Kelly's kind of Magicians. they. just disap- change and be readily available
"Kelly told Goose that he didn't
drive all that distance to lose, game,the rougher the better. He peared into the night and faded to make an important decision.
and if the game wasn't going to played hard, and when it was away. It was reported that In a meeting, your ideas are
be played straight up he would over the locals shocked the bas- Tatum retired from the game appreciated and often carried
out. Tonight: You need to under'
—sOon after thelos-s at Henderson. stand what is happening. Allow
ketball world by winning 82437
not play."
Most in attendance that night greater give-and-take.
According to Gish, Tatum fur- and snapped that 189 game win
thought the Tatum tantrum that CANCER(June 21-July 22)
ther upset Coleman by calling streak.
him "kid", but did agree to play
Coleman had scored 33 and night was part of the game.even ***** You quickly will accomplish what you must in order to
game
straight.
his
pal Gish. who was probably as he was being led away by
the
make time for a break with a
For those who don't know the only person in America that Sheriff Gish. It was only later loved one. This person, who is
about King Kelly, he was a deal could get King Kelly to come to they learned there was nothing comfortable with your moodiness, might be surprised at the
maker when it came to winning Henderson. had an impressive funny about it.
In the annals of round ball lore strength and power of the
basketball games. However,for 24 points and 21 rebounds.
moment. Tonight: The world realThe game ended with a bizarre throughout Kentucky history it's ly is your oyster.
a youngster who had averaged
too bad more don't know about LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
48 points his senior year at footnote.
Goose Tatum, known for this game played fifty-one years *** You might want to observe
Wayland High School. was
and listen more, even though BORN TODAY
Kentucky's first Mr. Basketball decades as the "Clown Prince of ago.
you are a natural-born leader. Fashion
designer
Victoria
Get up. get out,and get going!
in 1956, made All-American at Basketball" stayed upset most of
You can't control the situation, no Beckham (1974), actress Olivia
Kentucky Wesleyan, and was the night. And finally realizing Gary P. West can be reached at matter how hard you might try. Hussey (1951), playwright
You can, however, change your Thornton Wilder (1897)
the ninth player drafted in the that his team was up to their west14880insightbb.com
response to it. News comes from
1960 NBA draft, a series of bad eyeballs in local talent, v, ith less
out of left field. Just listen. Jacqueline Bigar is on the
personal decisions cost him his
Tonight: Make it an early night.
Internet at www.jacquelinebishot at the so-called big time,
VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
gar.com.
including the Olympic Trials.
The Magicians knew little if
anything about Coleman's preChapter
vious accomplishments. Even if
they had it would have mattered
little. They had seen these local
hot shots before and quickly put
them in their place.
Even though the Magicians
might have thought the fans
Get TV and high-speed Internet for one low price!
were there to see them, the fact
INSTANT
is just as many came to see King
BUNDLES START AT
Kelly.
Save $10 every meet when
mode dmkNE T end
And he did not disappoint.
DISH TV servoce PLUS save
.ro to $30"
,
10 fOr 12 Months mt
.
Shelby Johnson was a high
nuateyng TV packages
school sophomore at Henderson
SPEEDS AS FAST AS 4G
For 12 months
City High that year. and though
year
there
it would be his last
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Pictured is James Henderson and
his French Riodly named Tilly on
his lawnmower at his house on
Mockingbird Drive, Murray.
A recent birth reported at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
March 13.includes a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Scott DeShields. of Murray.
Calloway County ijigh, School
students pictured participating in a
job fair include Matthew Morris.
Gina Fielder and Kimberly Griffin.
The trio are speaking with Amy
Agyeman.of Interview Etiquett.
First place winners from
Eastwood Christian Academy that
participated in the Bluegrass
Association of Christian Schools
Fine Arts and Academic competition included Justin West. Nuithia
Duo-Snyder. Derrick Williams,
Matthew Pruitt and Kayla Andrus.
Second place winners were Jamie
Stewart. Kayla Kee, David Leonard
and Elizabeth Wilson.
Nine-year-old Shelby Crouch, of
Murray, won an all-expense paid
vacation to the 2003 Kids Choice
Awards in Santa Monica, Calif. She
is the daughter of Lori and Brown
Crouch.
Sharon Adams was named winner
of the Parent Power Supermarket
Sweep. Of the 10 families participating, she brought in the best grocery receipt total, feeding a family
of'five for three days for just over
$42.
Twenty years ago
Senior Airman Jeffrey L. Graves
has graduated from an airman leadership school at Seymour Johnson
Air Force Base. Goldsboro. N.C.
Winners in the Blood River
Baptist
Association's annual
Children's 'Bible. Drill in Hardin
were Kristie Gann, Lindsay
Adcock. Leanne Jones, Ryan
Norsworthy. Lisa Arnold. Joy
Nokox, Crystal Ludington. Mitch
Woods and Aaron Cowan.
In high school tennis. Todd
Earwood is Calloway's No. 2 seed.
Melody Parker. pianist, was
awarded honorable mentions at the
Paducah Symphony Young Artists
Competition. She is a sophomore at
Calloway County High School.

Thirty years ago
A recent birth reported at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
March 2, includes a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Smith. For April I. a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Garry Miller.
Murray.
The fourth quarter --Inner City
Cost of Living Index- prepared by
the ' American
Chamber of
Commerce Research Association
shows that it costs about six percent
less to live in Murray than in the
average American community.
Three Murray homes, Mr. and
Mrs. Buddy Parker.pr. and Mrs.
C.C. Lowry and Joanna Sykes. will
be featured in the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club Tour of Homes April 17.
April 21-23, more than 1.800
Baptist women will be in Murray
for the Kentucky Baptist Women's
Missionary Union Convention, held
at First Baptist Church.
A recent birth reported at Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah for April
I. includes a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Babb. Mayfield.
Forty years ago
Martha McKinney and Jerry
Jones, both of Murray. won second
place honors at youth events at
Cedarmore Baptist Assembly.
McKinney won in speakers tournament and Jones in Bible drill.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Woolley. April
7.
Fifty years ago
Mrs. William C. Nall Jr.. of
Murray, was installed as president
of the First District of the ParentTeacher Association of the 35th
annual conference at Trigg County
High School.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Craig. April
'4.
Sixty years ago
Pvt. Charles R. Magness, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Magness. is stationed at Fort Holabird. Baltimore,
Md.
Residents of Calloway County
drew $53.500 in public assistance
payments during the first three
months of 1953. according to the
Department of Economic Security's
Division of Public Assistance.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Friend's celebration makes
woman's birthday unhappy
DEAR ABBY: I was raised
that a person's birthday is his or
her day to do whatever he or she
wants, but my wishes are being
ignored by a close friend I'll call
Wade.
For the last 10 years I have
ignored my birthday and tried to
avoid all celebrations. I'll take a
vacation
alone
and
have a great
time.
My
family understands how I
feel and gives
me no grief.
met
Wade
five
years*
ago.
He's a coworker who
has become a
By Abigail
good friend.
Van Buren
Wade
has
made it his goal in life to make
me celebrate my birthday. I have
tried being nice about the presents and even a surprise birthday
party one year. but I really prefer to be left alone. I never told
him my birth date. He had access
to HR records and found out on
his own.
He says I am "rude" for not
letting him celebrate my birthday.
Other than this issue, he's a great
guy. Advice,. Abby? -- NONOBSERVANT IN FLORIDA
DEAR NON-OBSERVANT:
Wade may be a "great guy," but
he appears to be insensitive when
it comes to respecting the feelings of others. Before your next
birthday, "remind" him that you
prefer not to celebrate or acknowledge it. A good friend should listen and respect the other person's
wishes.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: I am one of
four sisters. Two of my sisters,
their husbands and I want to plan
a trip to Italy. We do not want
to include our fourth sister and
her husband. None of us like him

or can forgive hov he abused her
in the past. For her sake, we tolerate him at family gatherings and
holidays, but none of us want/to
be with him for an extended period. We also don't think his health
would allow him to do a lot of
the things we want to do on this
vacation.
How do we plan this trip while
excluding our sister and her husband without hurting her feelings
or causing a big family blowup?
Should we just not mention it?
Or should we tell her she's invited but not her husband? Please
advise. -- SIS IN A PICKLE
DEAR SIS: Secrets like this
have a way of getting out. It
might be a slip of the tongue by
one of your sisters or their husbands, or some other relative who
knows about the trip.
Surely your sister knows how
you all feel about her husband,
so it won't be a shock if you tell
her she is invited but he is not.
Under the circumstances I doubt
if she will join you, and there
will probably be hurt feelings.
But sneaking this past her would
be like trying to smuggle dawn
past a rooster, and I don't think
it would be long before she finds
out anyway.
00000

DEAR ABBY: My husband
and I have been married for nine
years. I worked until 2010, and
then quit to be a stay-at-home
mom to our two small children.
Because I no longer work, I
watch what I spend, but my husband never lets me forget that he
is the wage earner. When I want
to spend money he always says,
"What's in it for me?" or, "What
do I get?" I feel like this degrades
me. Why does he do this to me?
-- STAY-AT-HOME MOM IN
GEORGIA
DEAR
STAY-AT-HOME
MOM: Your husband may say it
because he feels stressed or resentful that he is the sole wage earner now.

Today In History

Plantar Fasciitis usually
gets better on its own
DEAR DOCTOR K: I have painful foot back until you feel
plantar fasciitis. Can I use a drug- a stretch in the sole. At the same
store product to treat it? Or should time, gently massage the stretched
I see a doctor?
plantar fascia with your other
DEAR READER: Plantar hand. Hold for 10 seconds.
fasciitis
is
When pain first occurs, rest a
heel
pain few days, gently stretch your foot
caused
by and apply ice. Nonsteroidal antiinflammation inflammatory drugs(NSAIDs) will
of the plantar help reduce swelling and ease
fascia, a liga- pain. Over-the-counter cushion
ment -like inserts and supportive low-heeled
structure that (not flat) shoes will ease presruns
from sure on your heels.
your heel to
If you're still in pain after six
the ball of to eight weeks, consult a footyour
foot. care specialist. He or she may
(I've put an recommend physical therapy, night
By
illustration on splints, or a steroid injection to
Dr. Anthony
my website, reduce pain and inflammation.
Komaroff
When all else fails and the
AskDoctorK.com.) Plantar fasci- symptoms persist, some doctors
itis can occur when too much will recommend surgery. To my
pressure or strain is placed on knowledge, there are few scienthe plantar fascia.
tific studies showing that any kind
Plantar fasciitis causes pain of surgical procedure helps.
under your heel when you first Surgery can also cause nerve damget out of bed. The pain may age that may lead to lasting or
ease as you walk around, Only to recurring pain.
return later in the day.Try to always
Some foot specialists have startwalk in shoes that have good heel ed using shock wave therapy to
support, even when you first get treat plantar fasciitis. During this
out of bed (have shoes, not slip- treatment, high-energy sound
pers, at the bedside).
waves are directed at the painful
If you have to walk on very part of your plantar fascia. The
haird surfaces, such as a concrete technique is similar to the one
floor, use shoes that have softer, used to break up kidney stones,
compressible heels and soles. If but in this case, not enough enersuch shoes give only partial relief, gy is used to break up the heel
consider buying "orthopedic" shoes bone. Study results have been
that have extra sole and heel sup- mixed, and this remains a conports. Such shoes may not be troversial area.
fashionable, but forget fashion for
Some doctors recommend bota while.
ulinum toxin (Botox) treatments,
Plantar fasciitis usually goes and others radiation treatment.
away on its own, but it can take There isn't enough evidence of
six weeks to 12 months. To treat benefit to recommend either treatyour heel 'pain, start with stretch- ment, except as part of a sciening exercises and over-the-count- tific study.
er products and medications.
In my experience, the simpler
Try this stretching exercise right approaches I've recommended,plus
now: Sit in a chair with the non- the passage of time, _ seem to
painful foot on the floor and the improve the symptoms of plantar
ankle of the painful foot on your fasciitis.
knee. Gently pull the toes on your

Dr. Kona/eft

Hints From Holoise

, By the Associated Press
Washington left Mount Vernon, Va..
Today is Tuesday, April 16, for his inauguratioh in New York.
the 106th day of 2013. There are •
In 1862, during the Civil War,
259 days left in the year.
President Abraham Lincoln signed
Today's Highlight in History:
a bill ending slavery in the DisOn April 16, 1963, Martin trict of Columbia. The ConfederLuther King Jr. wrote his "Letter acy conscripted all white men
from Birmingham Jail" in which between the ages of 18 to 35.
the civil rights activist responded
In 1912, American aviator Harto a group of local clergymen who'd riet Quimby became the first
criticized him for leading street woman to fly across the English
protests; King defended his tac- Channel, traveling from Dover,
tics, writing. "Injustice anywhere England, to France in 59 minis a threat to justice everywhere." utes.
On this date:
In 1917, Vladimir Ilyich Lenin
In 1789, President-elect George returned to Russia after years of
BABY Et I_

Murray Ledger & Times

exile.
In 1935. the radio comedy prograin "Fibber McGee and Molly"
premiered on NBC's Blue Network.
In 1962. Bob Dylan debuted
his song "Blowin' in the Wind"
at Gerde's Folk City in New York;
Walter Cronkite succeeded Douglas
Edwards as CBS-TV's principal
anchorman.
In 1972, Apollo 16 blasted off
on a voyage to the moon with
astronauts John W. young, Charles
M. Duke Jr. and ICen Mattingly
on board.
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'GRATE'
PEELINGS
Dear
Heloise:
grated
the
peel of an
Orange to put
in my homemade orangecranberry
sauce. I had
to go to the
store for another ingredient and
left the grated orange peel on the
counter, uncovered. When I
returned, I found that my entire
condo smelled like freshly scented orange.
This is a lot less work than
boiling orange peel, etc., to scent
your home. It's an easy way to
get rid of bad odors or freshen
your home! Just grate some orange
peel and let it sit out in a bowl!
— Rusti Stover in HoustonMAGAZINES ON THE MOVE
Dear Heloise: Last time I
moved, I lost all of my MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS because.
magazines do not get forwarded
by the post office, and I forgot
about calling customer service
while busy with the move.
I .just moved again and didn't
want that to happen this time.
Before throwing out my most recent
issues, I clipped off the address

by
Heloise

labels, which contain my account and use them in your packages.
number and subscription informa- Rather than using regular popped
tion, then taped them to the inside popcorn (Heloise here: A reader
cover of my address book.
suggested using popcorn in zip
After I moved, I went online bags, then the recipient could eat
and was able to easily change my the popcorn, tool, eat the popaddress with each magazine using corn and go for the shredded
my subscription information. I lost jiver. Works great! — Ingrid Caprionly one issue for each magazine, otti, Arlington, Va.
as it takes about six weeks for
the change to go _through. — A FLU-SEASON CAUTION
Reader, via email
Dear Heloise: During the flu
The U.S. Postal Service sends season (which can last through
magazines and periodicals BACK late spring -2 Heloise), waiting
if they don't have a change-of- rooms in doctors' offices and hosaddressform. You can do a change pitals have posted precautions to
of address by getting the kit at minimize further spread of diseases.
your post office or filling one out
One precaution is to avoid readonline.
ing magazines, newspapers, etc.,
It also is possible to suspend that you may find there. This will
your mail and then have it resumed keep you from picking up a virus
when you get settled: this way, that has been left by a previous
you won't miss a magazine. And reader, and will eliminate you as
keep in mind that it usually takes a source of contamination. Instead,
between seven and 10 days to bring your own reading materireceive mail that has been for- als. — Perry Crabill, Winchester,
warded. — Heloise
Va.
PS.: Call the customer-service
Send a money-saving or timeline listed in the magazine to alert saving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
the company about your new 795000, San Antonio, TX 78279address.
5000, or you can fax it to
PACKAGE SHREDDINGS
210-HELOISE or email it to
Dear Heloise: If you send pack- Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
ages and if you use a shredder, answer your letter personally but
stuff some of the shredded paper will use the best hints received
into zippered bags (you can use in my column.
various sizes, whatever the need)
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U14-0R... PAP'S ABOUT TO
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TO WALK THROWN SNOW
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Rustic homes
Try for a fly
Police order
Walk nervously
Remained unused
Playful mammal
Mkicap
Tiny
Computer network junction
Vineyard bunch
"Put — happy face"
Future flower
Scoundrel
Wish undone
Grant of films
Forest grazer
Decays
Take exception
Began to be printed
Soothing plant
Close tightly
Singer Coolidge
Kind of date on a product

Terrarium growth
Fighting
Yale student
Word of denial
Building wing
Deli order
Secret agent
TWITS
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YAP
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Farm grazer
Orangutan, for one
Writer Jonson
Chant
Off one's rocker
Location
Rival of Athens
Used to be
Play part
Golf support
Peculiar
Like urban areas
Wise words
Jack of rhyme
Decade divisions
Neither follower
Stomach
Pig's place
Floppy cap
Drink made from rooibos
Mustang's place
Indian coin
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UK BASKETBALL

Kentucky
freshman
Noel will
enter NBA
Draft

ALL 'A' CLASSIC SOFTBALL: ST. MARY 4, MURRAY HIGH 0

First round exit for Lady Tigers
DINKINS HOLDS
MURRAY HIGH TO
FOUR HITS IN
ALL-A OPENER

By DAVID RAMEY
Sports Writer
HEATH - The Murray High
Lady Tiger appearance in the
All A Classic Regional
Tournament was short-lived.
The Lady Tigers fell 4-0 to
By GARY GRAVES
St. Mary in opening round
AP Sports Writer
action Monday at Lady Pirate
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) —
Field.
Kentucky forward Nerlens
Murray was tied up by St.
Noel will enttr the NBA draft
Mary
pitcher Rachel Dinkins,
as he continues recovering
who
gave
up just four hits and
from a torn ACL.
The 6-foot-10 freshman is kept Murray High off the score
projected to be a lottery pick board.
despite sustaining his seasonAnd after St. Mary pushed
ending knee injury on Feb. 12. across a pair of unearned runs
He led the nation with 4.4 in the first and the fourth,four
blocks per game, and averaged
St. Mary hits in the sixth gave
10.5 points and 9.5 rebounds.
the Lady Vikings a cushion.
Noel also had 50 steals for
The loss dropped Murray
Kentucky (21-12), earning
High
to 11-10 on the season.
Southeastern
Conference
defensive player of the year St. Mary improved to 5-5 and
honors, along with first team will face Heath tonight. The
all-conference and freshman Lady Pirates bounced Mayfield
team selections. .
in Monday's quarterfinal play
Noel said in statement 15-0.
released by the university that
For Murray, it was a disaphe's loved his time with the
pointing night for a promising
Wildcats but feels he's "ready
to take the next step to the group of Lady Tigers.
"We couldn't do anything
NBA.''
defensively,
Considered the nation's top offensive,
recruit last year, Noel was baserunning, coaching," Lady
often compared to Kentucky Tiger coach Rick Grogan said.
All-American Anthony Davis, "We got totally outplayed in
now in the NBA after leading every phase of the game - and
the Wildcats to a national I take total responsibility for
championship as a freshman.
that."
"I've learned so much here
Murray High starter Lexie
at UK and am thankful for
Coach (John)Calipari, the staff Harper hit the first batter of the
and my teammates for all of game, but appeared to work out
their support," Noel said. "I of it with back-to-back strikeespecially appreciate the Big outs. But a Lady Tiger error
Blue Nation and all of the sup- and two walks plated a St.
port, prayers and well-wishes Mary run.
I've received from them during
The Lady Vikings threatmy rehab and decision-making
ened again in the top of the secprocess. I'll always be a
Wildcat!"
Noel joins Wildcats guard
Archie Goodwin in the NBA
draft. The two were, part of
another much-heralded recruiting class that included forward
Alex Poythress and 7-foot center Willie Cauley-Stein, but
Noel was the only player that
consistently lived up to the
WILL GRAVES
high expectations for freshmen.
AP Sports Writer
On a Kentucky squad that
PITTSBURGH
(AP) — The
lacked intensity during parts of
St.
Louis
Cardinals
unleashed
season
by
a disappointing
Wildcats' standards, Noel was years of frustration against
often their most active player Pittsburgh Pirates starter James
on the floor. Calipari praised McDonald with one big inning.
Led by two-run doubles from
that effort during the season
Jon
Jay and Allen •Crag, the
center
made
the
and even after
the widely-expected decision Cardinals chased McDonald
with a seven-run second and
to leave for the pros.
'I support Nerlens' decision then held on for a 10-6 victory
to ,enter his name in the draft Monday night.
"That whole inning was
and am excited for him and his
future," Calipari said in a state- impressive, the kind of at-bats
ment. "The hard work and will they were grinding out," St.
to win he showed on the floor Louis manager Mike Matheny
this year and the dedication and said.
Lance Lynn (2-0) labored
attitude he has shown in his
rehab will only be a reward for through five innings despite
him and whatever team drafts being staked to an early 10-1
lead. He gave up four runs,
him in June."
Despite Noel's athleticism walked three and struck out four
and energy that teammates fed while needing 99 pitches to get
off of after a block or timely 15 outs.
"I wish I could have went
steal, Kentucky struggled even
healthy. deeper, but when you have a 10was
he
when
Kentucky's chances of earning run lead you're just trying to get
an at-large NCAA tournament quick outs and not have long
bid were iffy even with Noel, innings and I wasn't able to do
and its prospects disintegrated that.," Lynn said. "That was the
after the devastating knee most frustrating part."
Jay finished with two hits and
injury at Florida.
The-Wildcats went 4-5 with- Mau Holliday added two hits
out Noel, even though Cauley- and two RBIs as the Cardinals
Stein shqwed signs of improve- ended Pittsburgh's three-game
ment in Noel's place, and qual- winning streak by roughing up
ity late-season wins over McDonald (1-2), who entered 4Florida and Missouri. They not 1 with a 2.27 ERA against St.
only missed the NCAA tourna- Louis.
Those numbers quickly balment but lost a first-round NIT
looned after the second-inning
game at Robert Morris.
Poythress and Cauley-Stein, outburst.
McDonald snuggled to get
considered potential first-round
draft picks as well, have decid- out of the first inning, allowing
ed to return for their sopho- Si. Louis to grab an early 1-0
more seasons. They will be lead, an advantage that could
expected next year to lead have been much larger if the
what's been called the school's Cardinals hadn't run themselves
best recruiting class ever, fea- into unnecessary trouble.
The Pirates bounced back to
turing twins Andrew and Aaron
tie it in the bottom half on a runHarrison.

CENTER STILL
EXPECTED TO BE
TOP PICK AFTER.
TORN ACL

DAVID RAMEY / Ledger & Times
Murray High's Lexie Harper delivers to the plate during Monday's All A Classic Regional Tournament game against St.
Mary. Murray dropped a 4-0 contest to the Lady Vikings. The Lady Tigers return to action Monday for the rescheduled
Crosstown Classic at Calloway County.
ond, loading the bases. But something going on the bases ners from their knees.
approach. I don't want to take
Murray's Liz Grogan fielded a by being aggressive. We've
But St. Mary finally got to anything away from Rachel grounder to third, stepped on preached that to the girls for her in the eighth, as Kelly she's a good pitcher and she
plated pitched a good game," Grogan
the bag and fired to first - just the last week - to be aggressive Word's
double
beating Dinkins and keeping in all phases," Grogan said. two.Savannah Grogan sat said. "But I don't think we did
the game at 1-0.
"We couldn't seem to get them down the 'final four St. Mary anything to help ourselves."
Murray was playing its first
Murray then got a base hit jumpstarted - so we tried to do hitters.
Meanwhile, Dinkins had the game since April 4.
from Rachel Kindhart: Loryn a little bit of running.
"I don't think the layoff
Carver thew:singled to right,
"It didn't work out. They Lady Tigers off balance.
but Kindhart was thrown out made a good defensive play. Bayleigh Blanc and Rachel helped us. But we ran into a
trying to go to third and Carver We didn't make a good deci- Kindhart both singled and Julia team that was better prepared
was nabbed trying to reach sec- sion."
Curtis reached on an error but and wanted it more," Grogan
ond.
Harper settled down and Murray only had one baserun- said.
Murray opens 4th District
Murray never really threat- was aided when Liz Grogan ner reached scoring position
play at Calloway County
ened the rest of the evening.
and Bayleigh Blanc each made the balance of the night.
"We were trying to get diving stops and threw out run"I think we had a very poor Monday.

ST. LOUIS CARDINALS BASEBALL: CARDINALS 10, PIRATES 6

PREP SOFTBALL

Cards strike early, win 10-6

Lady Lakers
drop 3 of 4
over the
weekend

AP Photo/Gene J Puskar
St. Louis Cardinals Yadier Molina drives in a run with a
double off Pittsburgh Pirates starting pitcher James
McDonald during the second inning of a baseball game in
Pittsburgh on Monday.
scoring single by Garrett Jones,
only this time McDonald was
unable to collect himself on a
night when his velocity and
command seemed off. Normally
his fastball hovers in the 93-94
mph range but only one of his 46
pitches reached 92 mph, and the
Cardinals pounced.
Pete Kozma led off the second with a ground-rule double,
and things kept getting worse for
the Pirates. Jay smacked a tworun double and a rare throwing
error by shortstop Clint Barmes
allowed the Cardinals to extend
the liming.

St. Louis didn't let the miscue
go to waste, adding five more
runs — including a two-run double by Craig — before Pirates
manager Clint Hurdle mercifully pulled 'McDonald, who
walked off the mound to a chorus of boos.
"I think we really feed off
each other," Craig said. "When
one guy has a good at-bat and
hits a ball hard I think the next
guy, it boosts his confidence and
it goes from there."
Lynn didn't exactly sparkle.
Handed a huge lead after a tworun double by Holliday off

reliever Bryan Morris in the
third, Lynn seemed uncomfortable. Neil Walker hit his first
homer of the season to help get
Pittsburgh *within six runs, and
the Pirates put two runners on in
both the fourth and the fifth but
couldn't quite chase Lynn.
STAFF REPORT
The right-hander needed 99
Lady Lakers softball
The
pitches — and a pep talk in the
had
a rough Saturday
team
coach
Derek
pitching
fifth from
Lilliquist — to get his way afternoon as they dropped three
through 15 outs. It was a rare so- of their four games on the road.
so performance by a St. Louis
They were shut out in all but
starter. The Cardinals began the one. of their contests and did
three-game series with the best not earn a victory as they tied
ERA by their starters (1.99) in
Clarksville, Tenn., 3-3 in five
baseball. St. Louis tossed 39
innings.
consecutive shutout innings last
Calloway had eight hits in ,
to
before
losing
week
Milwaukee in 10 innings on the tie but surrendered three
Sunday to snap a four-game errors.
winning streak.
Haley Glynn and Kayli
"I've got to be better," Lynn Kelso both had a pair of hits in
said. "I got into a situation three at bats. Haley Tidwell,
where I was just trying to attack
Peyton Garland, Danielle Potts ••
them with heaters and I got
and Adyson Scott all picked up
myself into trouble and got my
a hit as well.
pitch count up."
Laken Kelso got the start
loved
would
have
McDonald
that problem. Instead, a pitcher and went all five innings. She
who flirted with making the All- struck out five batters, allowed
Star team last year could be in one walk and all three earned
some serious trouble. He runs.
declined to talk about his health
Laken also got the start ,
afterward but Hurdle acknowlagainst Ross View. She only
edged McDonald certainly
allowed two hits and one
seems off.
earned
run as the Lady Lakers
"He just couldn't get the ball
where he wanted, it, couldn't fell 1-0. The lone run came off 7
repeat it and it was hard," a homerun. Laken also struck
Hurdle said. "Too many pitches out four in the game.
up and over the plate to a goodKayli and Ashlyn Stalls had
hitting team."
both hits for Calloway.
Pittsburgh kept trying to rally
Houston County didn't make
but the first-place Cardinals
the day any better for the Lady
managed to avoid their second
Lakers as they shut them out 6losing skid of the season.
0
and only allowing one Lady
and
The Pirates scored two
had two on with one out in the Laker to record a hit. Garland
eighth against reliever Marc had the only hit for Calloway
SI See LADY LAKERS, 10A
•See CARDINALS, 10A

M.
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MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

Violent backdrop in sports
to Jackie Robinson Day
MIAMI (AP) — Lined up in
front of their dugouts, all wearing
No. 42 on Jackie Robinson Day,
the Washington Nationals and
Miami Marlins stood for a
moment of silence to honor
bombing victims at the Boston
Marathon.
What began as an annual celebration to salute the man who
broke baseball's color barrier 66
years ago turned somber after a
pair of explosions near the finish
line in Boston — about a mile
from Fenway Park — killed three
people and injured more than 130
on Monday.
Hours later, Major League
Baseball went on with ceremonies for the fifth Jackie
Robinson Day at stadiums all
over the country and north of the
border in Toronto.
"Our thoughts and prayers are
with everyone affected by this
horrible occurrence and we are
monitoring the situation," MLB
spokesman Pat Courtney said in a
statement. "The safety of everyone that comes to our ballparks is
always our top priority and we
will continue to do everything to
ensure a safe environment for our
fans."
There were moments of
silence before each of the seven
night games. At Great American
Ball Park in Cincinnati, President
Barack Obarna's remarks to the
nation were shown on the video
board,while the Phiflies Were taking batting practice.
The game between the Boston
Red Sox and Tampa Bay Rays
started at 11:05 a.m. on Patriots
Day in Massachusetts and ended
about an hour before the bombings. Fans near Fenway Park,
some who had recently exited the
game,could hear the explosions.
All the teams in action were
asked to wear Robinson's number, retired throughout baseball in
1997. Teams that didn't play on
Monday planned to pay tribute to
Robinson on Tuesday.

Robinson's debut with the
Brooklyn Dodgers on April IS,
1947, is drawing special attention
this year with the release of the
film "42," which went into wide
release last weekend.
Robinson's widow, Rachel,
along with the couple's daughter,
Sharon, and son, David, were
introduced before the Dodgers
played the Padres in Los Angeles.
Harrison Ford bounced the
ceremonial first pitch to Dodgers
manager Don Mattingly. Ford
plays ex-Brooklyn general manager Branch Rickey in "42."
In Minnesota, Twins first
baseman Justin Momeau saw a
screening of the movie in spring
training and was pleasantly surprised to see brief footage of himself running onto the field during
some of the stock shots of players
paying homage to Robinson by
wearing his No. 42.
"I wasn't expecting it, so it was
pretty cool," Morneau said. "Just
quick running across the screen,
but to see yourself in a movie of
that invariance is pretty cool."
The Rays had a special screening, too.
More than 100 players and
other club employees watched the
film at a theater in Port Charlotte,
Fla., the Rays' spring training site,
"and I think a lot of guys walked
away with a greater appreciation"
of Robinson's contribution, manager Joe Maddon said before the
Rays lost 3-2 to the Red Sox.
Maddon said Robinson's debut
helped lead to the broader civil
rights movement.
"I still don't think people
understand how much it plays
into the Martin Luther King situation," he said. "The revolution
that occurred at that particular
moment, it mattered. That had to
happen first to set that whole
thing up.
"So when you're talking about
Jackie Robinson, I don't think
people realize the significance
and really courage that went

PREP TENNIS

Murray Ledger & limes

•Cardinals...
From Page 9A
Rzepczynski, but Travis Snider
meekly grounded out to the
catcher and Andrew McCutchen
followed with a chopper to third
to end the threat as the Pirates
couldn't duplicate their comeback victory over Cincinnati on
Sunday, when they spotted the
Reds a 5-0 lead before rallying
foi 10-7 win.
"We had the tying run on
deck after being down 10-1,"
Hurdle said. "I like the way
we're playing. The hiccups
we've had off the mound have
been challenging but we've been
able to handle them so far."

behind that, and in the movie it
points that out — the courage to
not fight back, to be able to win
over that particular mindset to be
able to make all of this work," he
added.
Red Sox manager John Farrell
said baseball "reflects society in
so many ways, whether it's the
color barriers being broken down.
In our clubhouse you've got six or
seven countries coming together.
As a group of 25, you look to not
only co-exist, but (recognize) the
individuality of everyone in there.
"Certainly, the Robinson family and certainly Jackie himself
may be one of the most significant situations in our country's
history," Farrell said, "breaking
down segregation to the point of
inclusion and I think that happens
in the game today."
The subject's popularity
extends to the sale of licensed
sports
merchandise.
Fanatics.com, a large online
Staff Report
retailer of those items, said sales
The Murray High tennis teams
of Jackie Robinson gear on its site scored wins Monday at Ballard
since the season began increased Memorial.
by more than 1,000 percent over
In boys play. Murray was a 6the same time period last year.
4 winner over the Bombers, while
In Miami, the ceremonial first the MHS Lady Tigers swept
pitch was thrown out by Norman Ballard 6-0.
Berman, the ballboy for the
Timmo Maranno was a 6-0
Brooklyn Dodgers the year winner at No. 1, while Prashant
Robinson was a rookie.
Chakredhart was a 6-2 victor at
The 84-year-old Berman lives No. 2.
in nearby West Palm Beach. He
Jacob Clingennayer lost 6-2 at
was the Dodgers' 19-year-old No. 3, while Joel Ferguson
ballboy in 1947 when the team dropped a 6-1 contest at No. 4.
reached the World Series.
Matthew D'Elia lost 6-3 at No. 5.
Berman
said
Robinson while Dylan Vance and Brandon
befriended him, played catch with Reed were both 6-4 winners.
him and gave tips on how to
In doubles play, Maranno and
make a double-play pivot.
Chakredhar and D'Elia and Vance
"He was a wonderful person," were 6-1 winners. Clingermayer
Berman said. "I learned some- and Ferguson lost 8-1.
In girls play, Beth Graham
thing from him — when you go
through tough times, you've got was a 6-0 winner at No. 1, while
to stay positive. I don't think most Brett Watson was a 6-1 victor at
of the ballplayers who came after No 2. Jordan Rowland won 6-1 at
him would have been able to be No. 3 and Emily Rogers was a 6the first black ballplayer, because 0 winner at No.4.
In doubles, Graham and
they couldn't do what he did."
Rowland posted a 6-4 win and
Watson and Rogers were 6-1 victors.
Murray hosts Community
Christian Academy today.

PREP TENNIS
Tigers, Lady
Tigers both
earn wins
at Ballard

Lakers, Lady Lakers split
against Marshall County
By NICK DOLAN
Sports Water
The Calloway County tennis
teams split their matches against
4th District opponent Marshall
County.
The Lakers secured a 7-2
team victory against the
Marshals while the Lady Lakers
had a 6-3 loss.
Matt McReynolds - who is
battling tennis elbow - started the
day off with a 8-0 win in the top
seeded matchup against Adam
Padgett.
"Matt will be limited to just
singles matches," Calloway
County head coach Cody Brown
said. "We want him to get
healthy for the regional tournament so he won't be playing doubles."
Bailey. Futrell and Erik
Winkler both scored wins in the
two and three seeded spots.
Futrell took down Noah Cox 8-4
and Winkler won 8-2 against
Russell Shanahan.
"Wink (Winkler) has been
great for his first season," Brown

said. "He's taken every match to
the wire, it might not look like it
on the score sheet but he's been
playing great.
"He might lose 8-5 or 8-4 and
look like he was taken care of
pretty easily but that's not the
case at all."
Ricardo Illanes won 8-6 in the
four seeded matchup. Jaewon
Kang had the lone singles loss
for the Lakers as he fell to Will
Forbis 8-4 in the fifth spot.
Josh Cunningham wrapped
up the boys singles Matches with
an 8-0 victory.
In boys double action the lakers picked up two more wins.
Futrell and Winkler scored a
9-7 win against Shanahan and
Forbis in the one seed. Zack
Eells and Blake Wetherington
had the loss for the Lakers,
falling 8-3 to Cox and Padgett.
The team of Marco Vazquez
and Illanes picked up the last win
with an 8-0 win in the third and
final spot.
On the girls side Laiken
Balmer and Lily Swain were the

only two to earn wins for the
Lady Lakers.
Balmer opened with an 8-1
win in the top seeded singles
match. Swain followed with
another 8-1 win against Shandra
Sullivan in the two spot.
' Italy Orduna forfeit her third
seed match.
Amber Boren and Josie
Cothran both lost in the five and
six seeded matches. Boren
dropped her match 8-3 and
Cothran finished girls single
play with an 8-6 loss.
It didn't get much better in
doubles play as the Lady Lakers
were only able to get one win.
Balmer and Swain earned an
8-6 victory in the one seed
match. The Lady Lakers would
drop their final two doubles
matches 8-5 and 8-0 respectively.
Both squads will be in action
later today against St. Mary at 4
p.m. at Calloway County.
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Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray. KY • 753-3415
Van Haverstock

41
45
45

WESTERN CONFERENCE
W
L Pct GB
60 21 741
z-Oklahoma City
58 23 716
2
y-San Antonio
4
56 25 691
x-Denver
54 26 675 55
y-L A Clippers
5
55 26 679
x-Memphis
14
46 35 568
x-Golden State
15
45 36 556
x-Houston
16
44 37 543
LA Lakers
17
43 38 531
Utah
40 41 494
20
Dallas
33 47 413 265
Portland
30 51 370
30
Minnesota
32
Sacramento
28 53 346
27 54 333
33
New Orleans
Phoenix
25 56 309
35

Monday
Fulton City 9 Carlisle Co 8
Hickman Co 15 Fulton Co 9
Today
Murray High vs TBA 730 pm
St Mary vs TBA 5 pm
Prep Softball
Today
Fulton City 23 Cairo III 2
Marshall Co 9, Graves Co 5
First Region All 'A' Classic
at Heath
Monday
St Mary 4 Murray High 0
Heath 15 Mayfield 0
Tuesday
Carlisle Co vs Reidland 6 p m
NATIONAL BASKETBALL
ASSOCIATION
EASTERN CONFERENCE
W
L Pct GB
-z-Miami
65 16.802
12
y-New York
53 28.654
y-lndiana
49 31.613 155
17
x-Brooklyn
48 33.593
44 36.550 20.5
x-Atlanta
44 37.543
21
x-Chicago
41 39.513 23.5
a-Boston
a-Milwaukee
37 44.457
28
33 48.407
32
Philadelphia
32 48.400 32.5
Toronto
Detroit
29 52.358
36
Washington
29 52.358
36

Monday
Miami 96, Cleveland 95
Charlotte 106, New York 95
Chicago 102, Orlando 84
Brooklyn 106. Washington 101
Detroit 109 Philadelphia 101
Memphis 103. Dallas 97
Utah 96. Minnesota 80
Oklahoma City 104. Sacramento 95
Denver 112, Milwaukee 111
Phoenix 119, Houston 112
Golden State 116 San Antonio 106

Today
Indiana at Boston. Cancelled
Toronto at Atlanta. 8 pm
Portlanthat LA Clippers. 1030 p m

II Lady Lakers...
From Page 9A
in the loss.
Celia Murphy took to the
mound for the Lady Lakers..
Murphy threw two innings
allowing three hits and three
earned runs. Shelby Bellah
relieve Murphy and finished
the last two innings.
Houston County got two hits
and three runs - two earned off Bellah.
Collinwood handed the
Lady Lakers their worst loss of
the day with a 9-0 win in three
innings.
Collinwood scored five in
the first and two in each the
second and third innings.
Calloway's offense was held

quiet again, only recording one
hit in the game.
Tidwell had the only hit for
the Lady Lakers. Laken once
again started for Calloway and
pitched 1.1 innings. She was
responsible for seven runs with
five being earned off six hits
and one home run.
Murphy
and
Bellah
appeared in relief and both
threw .2 innings. Murphy didn't
allow a hit in her appearance.
Bellah gave up two runs off
three hits, one run was earned.
The Lady Lakers fell to 2-81 after the Play It Again
Classic. Next up for Calloway
is rival Murray High Monday
afternoon.

APR for 36 months
on 2013 Models!
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GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST

DAVID TAYLOR

Please RSVP by April 21
by contacting Tiffany at(270) 227-0028
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